2019 Horse Show Rule Book Addendum

Page 116
343.G Show management may supply two turn back riders or an exhibitor may supply their own turn back
riders. If an exhibitor serves as a turn back rider for someone else, he or she may use the horse that they are
competing on, or they may use a different horse.
Add: Two corner riders may also be provided or supplied by the exhibitor.
1) Guidelines for corner and turn back riders:
a. All four people work for the exhibitor, to assist the exhibitor, both physically and verbally, in
showing his horse. Part of the score is how well exhibitor used his herd help (refer to score
sheet).
b. Corner Riders
i. Keep herd centered
ii. Help drive herd out to aid in getting cow into center of pen
iii. Prevent cattle from going out into exhibitor’s work
iv. Retrieve extra cattle after the cut is made
c. Turn Back Riders
i. Turn back unwanted cattle
ii. Make selected cow move if he stalls or if rider can use more pressure
iii. Help prevent cow from running wall to wall
iv. When asked, move out of way so selected cow can be driven past cone and into pen
v. Continue to hold herd while exhibitor pens cow
vi. If exhibitor loses cow while penning, turn back riders go back to holding herd to allow
exhibitor to cut again and not bring out the whole herd.
d. Turn Back Riders and Corner Riders may not
i. Help cut the cow
ii. Help hold the cow out of herd
iii. Assist driving cow past cone or to pen
iv. Pen the cow
e. Verbal assistance would include but not limited to
i. Keeping time
ii. Telling exhibitor when he needs to drive cow farther from the herd
iii. Help locate cow to be cut
iv. Once the cow is separated from the herd there should be limited verbal assistance. It
will be at the judge’s discretion to reduce the maneuver score if he or she feels there
was excessive verbal assistance.
Page 108
Change: rule 338.B.5 to:
Throw Rope. Demonstrate swinging and throwing a loop at a roping dummy or steer head. Breakaway honda
or normal honda may be used. The exhibitor will get only one attempt to catch the dummy. What is being
judged is the swing and throwing a loop.

Page 119
Ranch Riding
356.
Change D. Twenty (20) point penalties
1. Eliminates maneuver
2. Incomplete maneuver
This penalty is deducted for each instance one of the above listed infractions occur. The judge should note an
OP (off pattern) off to the side of the final score on the score sheet to ensure the exhibitor knows and that
they do not place over anyone that completed the pattern as prescribed.
Correction Page 138
Hunt Seat Equitation Scoring:
426. Judges are encouraged to use the 4-H Hunt Seat Equitation Score Sheet:
Incorrect diagonal for less than 2 strides is a Minor Fault
Incorrect diagonal for more than 2 strides is a Major Fault
C. Severe faults:
4. Missing a lead for more than 2 strides (This is already listed as a major fault and should be removed from
the severe fault list)
D. Zero Scores
3. Never performing specific gate or diagonal.

